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How PATHETIC is the corporation that needs to SABOTAGE their competition to win??  See below.  
Want to hear from others companies and individuals who experienced the same?  

Sign up for the upcoming Google: the DARKER side  conference in San Francisco, CA. 

On November 18, 2019, Google changed ts mapping API's such that the pinpoint marker image used to 
precisely identify locations on their map imagery was only partially displayed, thereby making it  FAR 
more difficult to precisely place markers.   This is AGAIN in direct violation of the California AG do 
not retaliate order.  Google avails these API's to thousands of developers, yet can and does at it's 
pleasure act to destroy the work of sites that use these technologies better than it has figured out how to 
do itself.

In the image below you can see where one of the markers is only partially displayed.  In the mapping of 
this single course, Google did this repeatedly on several markers.

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/google-the-darker-side-tickets-74344740119


Mozilla Firefox executives talked about how Google repeatedly used the “Oops” excuse when things 
were done by Google to damage Mozilla's business.  I have no doubt from where I sit right now, that 
those same unscrupulous executives will use the same “Oops” excuses to try to excuse their ILLEGAL 
and UNETHICAL and PREDATORY actions when this is presented to a federal judge.  

These same Google executives have a track record of attempting to cover-up instead of just telling the 
TRUTH when they act illegally or unethically.

https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/10/google-bug-more-about-cover-crime 

On November 15, 2019, Google again removed all links to https://golftraxx.com  pages known to exist. 
Included are https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php and https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php.

Enter them directly as URLs into your browser and you will be taken directly to the working pages on 
the https://golftraxx.com website.  

Unethical?  Certainly.   Unprofessional? Without a doubt.  Can you say PREDATORY??  Can you say 
ILLEGAL??

The only way to reach the https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php  page now is to enter it directly as a URL.  
Google really doesn't want you to go there.

https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php
https://golftraxx.com/
https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php
https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php
https://golftraxx.com/
https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2018/10/google-bug-more-about-cover-crime


 Below is a screenshot taken on Novemer 15, 2019 after entering the URL for another golf stats 
tracking page on out website )https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php):



November 11, 2019

More sabotage... The Google Chrome mobile browser has ceased to function properly in rendering 
https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php and https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php webpages.  The hypertext links that 
function perfectly fine in Mozilla Firefox on these pages don't function in the Google Chrome browser, 
and therefore don't take users to our site content pages.

OUR recommendation is simply to create and save locally on your phone the link directly to the first 
hole of the course you're playing.  Download our page once to your phone and the information will be 
available for your entire round.

For example, here's the link to our scorecard/stats page for Contra Costa Country Club in zipcode 
94523:

https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_holes_playing_map.php?coursename=Contra%20Costa
%20Country%20Club&zipcode=94523&hole=1&static=true

Here is the link to our moving map page for the same course providing distances to GreenFront, 
GreenCenter, GreenBack, and TeeTarget as well as Extras created for that hole on that course:

https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_holes_playing_map.php?coursename=Contra%20Costa%20Country%20Club&zipcode=94523&hole=1&static=true
https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_holes_playing_map.php?coursename=Contra%20Costa%20Country%20Club&zipcode=94523&hole=1&static=true
https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php
https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php


https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_holes_moving_map_test.php?coursename=Contra%20Costa
%20Country%20Club&zipcode=94523&hole=1&static=true

You can navigate to the page using Firefox and copy the link into an email of Facebook message then 
open the message on your phone and paste it into your browser.  You can also save the links on your 
phone Home Screen (like an app) for future use.  There are three dots in the upper right of the browser.  
Click Add to Home Screen while viewing the webpage from your phone.  

In addition, more sophisticated site and database attacks now corroborated by our hosting company:

The email below from the hosting company received today corroborates the fact that this is not a made-
up story and is certainly NOT in compliance with the AG's DO NOT RETALIATE orders.

https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_holes_moving_map_test.php?coursename=Contra%20Costa%20Country%20Club&zipcode=94523&hole=1&static=true
https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_holes_moving_map_test.php?coursename=Contra%20Costa%20Country%20Club&zipcode=94523&hole=1&static=true


This is yet another CAUTION to those of you that think that Google cannot and will not do that.  They 
CAN...and and they DO, and they WILL if you're documenting things that make them look bad and/or 
demonstrate a corporate evil expressed in their belief they are above the law, which I am learning more 
and more everyday seems to be TRUE.

September 20, 2019

I write this letter to golftraxx site visitors and application purchasers over the past many years with a a 
heavy heart.

As many of you know, golftraxx.com has been victimized by hacker attacks over the past couple of 
months.  You probably noticed scorecard data getting deleted for courses you knew we already had 
data... then perhaps it would re-appear in a few days as we restored from where we could.

At the time first we discovered it, back in late July, we contacted our hosting provider to restore data, 
however they  declined to do anything for 5 days.  This resulted in the permanent loss of around 1,000 
scorecards and approximately 150 courses of GPS data, both of which we have been working to restore 
MANUALLY.  We have terminated our relationship with that hosting company IPOWER, and would 
not recommend you to do business with them.

We believed we had resolved our issues after moving to a new hosting provider and implementing 
https:// secure server for all site traffic through CloudFlare.  However, since moving to the new hosting 



provider and implementing https:// through CloudFlare, the hacks have continued and escalated.  This 
past month we received over 21,000 page requests from Pakistan, a country where we do not have a 
single golf course. 

Interestingly this sudden spike in requests for pages from Pakistan corresponds approximately with the 
total number of courses in our database.  Accompanied with that discovery was that the offending IP 
addresses that were accessing or attempting to access our pages were leased to very large companies: 
Google, Amazon, and IPOWER.

Requests were being made to our  scorecard edit pages for specific courses by people and machines in 
Pakistan using Google, Amazon, and IPOWER IP addresses.  To put that in perspective, we had around 
40,000 page requests from the US during the past month to our website  since we started work on it 
again.   Accompanied by the discovery about the sheer size of Pakistan hacking efforts, was another 
very alarming situation originating from Google.

As you probably know golftraxx.com has been largely excluded from google.com search results for the 
past 12 years since our launch in 2006.  But incredibly, in the past month, Google search results 
pointing to the scorecard edit page for each of our courses started appearing in Google search results.  
Rather an odd coincidence that MANY thousands of newly created Google search results to our site 
were done by Google at the exact same time the hacker attacks from Pakistan were occurring.  



It is noteworthy that Google's OWN website states that there will be no more than two links to any 
business in it's search results:

https://www.impactbnd.com/blog/google-is-limiting-number-of-search-results-per-domain-to-have-
more-diversity-in-listings

An excerpt from that site reads as follows:

https://www.impactbnd.com/blog/google-is-limiting-number-of-search-results-per-domain-to-have-more-diversity-in-listings
https://www.impactbnd.com/blog/google-is-limiting-number-of-search-results-per-domain-to-have-more-diversity-in-listings


So in violation of it's OWN diversity policy, Google created thousands of links to our scorecard EDIT 
pages, not to the pages showing our mapping and actual scorecard data from 21,000 courses.

Of course, it is MORE than a coincidence that the creation of the links to our scorecard edit pages 
by Google en masse and the swarm of requests from Pakistan occurred in the same month.

Links created by Google for search results pointing to the scorecard edit page for each of our courses 
started appearing in Google search results in the past couple of months.  The edit page when loaded 
was a scorecard filled with zeros for a course where we already had scorecard data.  If the user clicked 
submit, at minimum it inserted 18 holes of zero values for the course par, handicap, and yardages.  At 
worst it deleted the entire set of data we had for the course's scorecard.  Of course, after discovery of 
this we have implemented strict IP filtering such that only authorized users from authorized IP 
addresses can have access.

Here are examples of Google “bots” requesting URL's from our site...only trouble is these same bots 
have been submitting SQL injection queries.

66.249.65.173 - - [23/Sep/2019:22:34:07 -0700] "GET /update_GPS.php?course_name=Lick
%20Creek%20Golf%20Course&zipcode=61554 HTTP/1.1" 403 228 "-" "Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; 
Android 6.0.1; Nexus 5X Build/MMB29P) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/41.0.2272.96 Mobile Safari/537.36 (compatible; Googlebot/2.1; 
+http://www.google.com/bot.html)"
66.249.65.160 - - [23/Sep/2019:22:41:19 -0700] "GET /update_GPS.php?
course_name=Running%20Y%20Ranch%20Resort&zipcode=97601 HTTP/1.1" 403 228 "-" 
"Mozilla/5.0 (Linux; Android 6.0.1; Nexus 5X Build/MMB29P) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/41.0.2272.96 Mobile Safari/537.36 (compatible; Googlebot/2.1; 
+http://www.google.com/bot.html)"

http://www.google.com/bot.html
https://www.google.com/bot.html


For 45 days we have been receiving these “requests.”  Almost all from 66.249.x.y.   ALL  
registered to Google.  Some requests we are able to block, and some get through because 
someone has been changing our .htaccess fle which lets the requests in.  NOTE that this error 
logs shows repeated requests from same IP range (Google) every few seconds for pages that 
have had SQL injection attacks form this IP range for 45 days.

However, federal and state law is quite clear regarding corporate  sabotage:

https://blogs.findlaw.com/free_enterprise/2017/05/can-you-sue-a-business-partner-for-sabotage.html

These hackers also used GPS coordinates from other courses we had mapped and wrote them into 
records for courses hundreds (or even thousands of miles of miles away.  To those 1200+ courses, we 
would like to apologize for the work of these hackers.  

Visit https://golftraxx.com/hacker_moved_courses.pdf for a complete list of the courses that gps 
coordinates were moved from another course many, many miles away.  Another “coincidence” is that 
the Google maps showing the locations of GPS coordinates for these hacked courses are showing the 
correct GPS locations for that course, and instead of showing our coordinates, they are clearly drawn 
from somewhere else.  

Take for example the course Quail Hollow Country Club in Oakham, MA 01068 (40.8 lat/-72 lng).  
The GPS coordinates we discovered there are for a course in West Virginia.  The coordinates in our 
database that have been ILLEGALLY placed into our data for the course are from 37.75 lat, -81 lng)

https://golftraxx.com/hacker_moved_courses.pdf
https://blogs.findlaw.com/free_enterprise/2017/05/can-you-sue-a-business-partner-for-sabotage.html


This poses a VERY difficult question for Google.  WHY would their Google Maps API 3.3 show 
course in Massachusetts when the coordinates submitted to the API are from West Virginia??
Seems MORE than a little suspicious from where we sit.

We have logs showing Google IP addresses requesting the scorecard edit page for a course, then that 
course scorecard being filled with 0's.

Since discovering it, we have implemented IP filtering of such requests to prevent further ILLEGAL 
corporate industrial sabotage/ espionage by Google and it's off-shore counterparts.

We have notified state and federal authorities of these discoveries.  The FBI, ICE, California Attorney 
General have all been notified  and  we have contacted local Congressional representatives.

We have issued formal cease and desist requests to Google legal team.  Yet as of yesterday, there were 
links to additional course scorecards on Google websites.Below is an ACTUAL example of the SQL 
injection URL requests (emphasis added):

66.249.xxx.yyy - - [22/Sep/2019:11:24:04 -0700] "GET /GoogleMap/select_course2.php?address=I-
4%20Exit&course_name=Disney%20-%20Lake%20Buena%20Vista
%20Club1111111111111'%20UNION%20SELECT
%20CHAR(45,120,49,45,81,45),CHAR(45,120,50,45,81,45)--%20%20 HTTP/1.0" 500 4870 "-" 
"-"
Since reporting this, a few more UNSETTLING Google-related things have been occurring:  My 
Chrome browser suddenly changed it's complete look and feel, not to mention it's functionality.



In addition, sites such as Upwork.com which I use to communicate with contract workers about 
projects stopped working when I use Chrome browser to connect as well.  I can no longer send 
messages to workers or upload files in Chrome browser using that site as of 9/24/2019.  

Messages and File Upload capability in Upwork.com have both been disabled.  THAT doesn't happen 
every day...



In addition, I cannot login to my hosting provider site, if trying to make the connection with Chrome.

However, if I use a Chrome Incognito or Mozilla Firefox browser session, it connects perfectly fine. 

As of today, I have directed all contract workers to NEVER UNDER ANY circumstances use Google 
Chrome browser when working on our website.  

This perhaps should serve as a warning to all individuals and small businesses to be wary of corporate 
espionage efforts, and not blindly assume it was just foreign terrorists and hackers behind the efforts.

About a month and a half ago my Google profile started malfunctioning as well.  I noticed two things.  



One, the Google stopped supplying my passwords that I had saved in my profile for 260 websites.  It 
also stopped doing auto-complete in webforms.  The third thing I noticed was that if I got up for a few 
minutes to get a cup of coffee, I would return to find my Google profile paused, and my laptop 
completely disconnected from the network and internet.  I opened several trouble tickets with Google 
and never received a single response.  

In the past weekend, I had a service technician go through the laptop for several hours checking for 
viruses, adware, malware, or even a keylogger or trojan. None were  found.  

You may be asking WHY would Google do ALL these things to a small business.  The first answer is 
of course because they CAN.  I have been asking the same question.  Two months ago, I created 
dynamic metadata to the https://golftraxx.com  website, such that each of the 21,000 golf courses in the 
database, and each of the holes on each course is uniquely identified in the metadata by the course 
name, zip code, city, state and hole.  That should have allowed users searching in Google to see our 
data displayed in the google map imagery for holes and courses in our database all around the world.  

https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_full_layout_test.php?
coursename=Barnbougle+Dunes+Golf+Club&zipcode=7262&city=Bridport+Tasmania+&state=AU

Instead, malicious corporate sabotage attempts of our site from one of the wealthiest corporations in the 
world attempt to destroy what we worked hard for years to create.  

Want more proof?  Our html5 application https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php that calculates your distances 
to front, center, and back of the green as well as tee target and other extra targets on each hole of the 
course you select, has suddenly stopped working, blocked from receiving GPS coordinates.  However, 
the prior test version, https://golftraxx.com/dev3.php still received the coordinates and displays them 
on your screen.  Click the grey button on the left Allow GolfTraxx to use my Location. Rather odd, 
don't you think, that the same code just stopped working in one page while it continued to work in 
another as people started requesting the page more and more.  Another interesting note: If the dev3.php 
link doesn't work, take a quick look at the URL in your browser.  The link in this PDF to dev3.php is  
slightly different than what is shown right?  The link shown in your browser is altered by Google  
Chrome prior to display.  This means that if you're trying to view it in a Google Chrome browser, 
Google is changing it so you wont see the proof.  Correct the link and you'll see the proof of the 
working dev3.php page.  

If you have a gmail account and I send this .pdf to you, gmail wont let you open it either.  

What does that tell you about abuse of it's power?  What does that tell you about monopolistic and 
predatory practices?

UPDATED: October 8, 2019:11:24:04

After installing a new firewall, implementing 2-factor authentication, and IP validation/ email 
validation for our content editors, PLUS sanitizing all URL variables in virtually every .php page on 
the website in the past month, AND mounting pressure from state and federal authorities to remove 
their ILLEGAL search results targeting our site, the hacking from other countries like Pakistan, India, 
China, and several others had FINALLY  subsided  in the past few days... 

Apparently, the corporate sponsor of the recent international hacking effort here in US didn't like that 
news very much...so they launched a 31,000 SQL injection-filled URLs attack in a two hour period on 
10/8/2019.  That set a NEW record for https://golftraxx.com -requested pages in a day and put page 

https://golftraxx.com/?fbclid=IwAR0znYHJ5vIkQ_WCKOh5MnWappyltHp1S01wqR__Z19pf0y9NA3cc-LhnXs
https://golftraxx.com/dev3.php
https://golftraxx.com/dev7.php
https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_full_layout_test.php?coursename=Barnbougle+Dunes+Golf+Club&zipcode=7262&city=Bridport+Tasmania+&state=AU
https://golftraxx.com/google_maps_api_full_layout_test.php?coursename=Barnbougle+Dunes+Golf+Club&zipcode=7262&city=Bridport+Tasmania+&state=AU
https://golftraxx.com/


requests in a month at 125,000. Was doing the math on how you get 31,000 in two hours...nearly 5 
page requests per second EVERY second...continuously,,,for two hours...By the way, CloudFlare is 
AMAZING for graphics-intensive websites. NEVER would have imagined that the site would be as 
popuar with hackers as it is with GOLFERs...lol!

We also discovered that these “hackers” took the time to delete addresses, change cities and/or states 
and/or phone numbers and/or zip codes.  We found 180 more on October 8, 2019:

How PATHETIC is the corporation that needs to SABOTAGE their competitors to win??   I played 
this course regularly right out of college and KNEW the route PERFECTLY.   Yet several holes on it 
were moved to the wrong locations...



At LEAST they didn't move the placemarks for this course (Jackson Park Municipal in Seattle, WA) 
several hundred miles away from its correct location, although they did move a few place markers into 
the middle of the Pacific Ocean.  

These next two examples are from Australia.  On virtually EVERY one of the 200 courses we have 
mapped and scorecards in Australia the hackers did this.  Note how the tee target locations were all 
dragged across to adjacent fairways.  



You could almost pity the individuals in the companies to stoop so low and break so many laws to 
sabotage another company's effort.



As of October 17, 2019, the hacking has continued to escalate.  One day this past week we had 50,000 
page requests in two hours.  The hosting company inmotionhosting.com said it's the some of the most 
extreme and vicious and relentless hacking they have ever seen.

In the meantime Google, who of course has been providing map data for 12 years plus now, introduced 
“new and improved mapping” in some regions such as this.

Virtually every hole on this course has been obfuscated by Google selecting imagery that blocks the 
layout.  Who actually BELIEVES this is the “best” imagery Google has available after 12 years??

Since we mapped the course previously (11 years ago)  at a time where they didn't STOOP to such 
ridiculous levels, we DON'T.

October 31, 2019

Despite on-going investigations by CA AG, FBI, and others, Google continues to act in ways 
demonstrating it's belief that it consider itself  “above the law.”  

During the week of October 17-23, 2019,  “hackers” updated the GPS coordinates from other 
“similarly-named” but not exact-match named courses spread across the country...to the GPS 
coordinates for other similarly-named course... 400 in total.  The matching effort alone to identify the 



close match courses several hundreds or thousands of miles away along took someone days to plan.   
They then hacked into golftraxx.com website and executed hundreds of queries required to update the 9 
or 18 holes of data associated with each individual course.    Simultaneously, they nullified the data 
values for ten of thousands of rows of golf course scorecard data across multiple tables NOT associated 
with the website.  These affected tables were back-up tables of back-ups from the site.  

On or around October 31, 2019, Google also removed links from it's search results to the golftraxx.com 
home page, leaving only links to documents and other sites that link to https://golftraxx.com.  Not 
exactly in compliance with do not retaliate orders...

During the early morning of Saturday, November 2, 2019, Google removed ALL links to golftraxx.com 
from it's search results.

This is more corporate bullying and should NOT be tolerated by federal and state authorities and 
regulators.   Google operates outside of any laws, due to regulators' inability to monitor, or regulate, or 
even review Google's actions, and Google, therefore, does whatever it chooses to do for it's own profit 
maximization.

https://golftraxx.com/


In addition, on November 2, 2019, Google's own search results were returning 404 errors for known-to-
exist and functioning pages (for 12 years) on the golftraxx.com website.   Google provides an 
explanatory link suggesting that a a copyright violation compaint has been received for for our most 
recent https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php html5 page created for the purpose of scoring and tracking player 
stats which is based on the work I personally did 12 years ago on our first versions of the golftraxx 
application running on TREO 650, Pocket PC, and Garmin Ique platforms.  It even uses the same 
database tables that were used back then in our device application, and therefore, those tables have 
examples of rounds played by golfers back in 2010.  Google is FULLY AWARE of that fact.  So it is is 
COMPLETE nonsense to accuse me of copyright infringement on MY personal work, since I 
personally created the golftraxx.com website 12 years ago.

These are actual press releases from 12 years ago, documenting those statistics we were tracking:

http://pdazip.com/golftraxx_statistics_database.pdf 

http://pdazip.com/golftraxx_selects_your_club.pdf 

Consumers used our app beginning in 2007 to track statistics about their rounds of golf.  

http://pdazip.com/golftraxx_selects_your_club.pdf
http://pdazip.com/golftraxx_statistics_database.pdf
https://golftraxx.com/dev8.php


The fact that Google CAN without following ANY protocols, remove websites completely from it's 
search results for it's own gain, by falsely accusing that site of what is KNOWN to be false suggests the 
company has grown FAR too big to operate ethically and responsibly.  

We also discovered on November 1, 2019 that Google's “keystone agent software updater” was running 
hundreds and hundreds of updates to it's “software” on my laptop, with these updates executed less 
than one hour apart,  designed to break applications on my personal laptop, and system messages 
warning of the breakages were occuring...



Do you REALLY still wonder, after seeing how they are able to run whatever they want on YOUR 
computer, whether Google  could have been the party stealing our website passwords and destroying 
our site data??  We executed the terminal command shown below on November 1, 2019 around 
11:30pm.  This is supposed to STOP the “keystone agent updater” from running whenever it wants:

defaults write com.google.Keystone.Agent checkInterval 0

However, after executing the command from terminal mode, hours later, we discovered that Google is 
still running code whenever it chooses.

Here are examples of the “keystone agent” updater still running hours AFTER disabling it.  Consumers 
have the RIGHT to deny a company access to making changes on the consumer's computer, and 
Google is breaking privacy laws by continuing to run updates and obtain information whenever they 
choose to do so, even AFTER consumer has taken steps to disable.



 

We will keep you posted on the next developments.

Frank DeBenedetti
GolfTraxx.com
 


